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* Having breakfast available from
7:30-9 a.m. during the week in the Aggie
Den;
* Extending the hours for the Aggie
* Providing 20-ounce beverage cupsfor students;
* Having pizza served once every
three weeks;
in the annex;
* Having coat and hat racks installed
The SGA president and her staff have
been working with officials at auxiliary
services to make improvements for stu-
dents. These include:
nation
"We should all be proud of our uni-
versity. We helped make history," said
Mitchell.
Nicole Watlington, Miss A&T 2000-
2001, has been busy with several activi-
ties and adjusting to her role as queen.
She thanked the students and faculty for
She noted that a toy drive is being
sponsored through Dec. 8.
Nashett Garrett, SGA chief of staff,
who detailed activities in her office, is
the head of the "Aggies in the Capital"
student lobbyist program. The group
has been working on several issues such
as police conduct, standard professor
exams and other areas of interest to stu-
dents. She is also working on a high
school prep program that will have
A&T students from all departments in
area high schools early next year.
Mitchell and her staff are making
plans for the coming semester, includ-
ing a Black College Day tentatively
scheduled for March 24.
Mitchell has also been working with
campus police to addres's issues such as
the shortage of police officers on cam-
pus, tolerance of drug use on campus
and improved traffic control during
Homecoming and other major events.
Another hot topic of discussion was
the completion of the parking lot
behind Holland Hall. The lot is still
under construction, and work is to be
completed by the end of the year.
eateries,
fhe annex
The food fights have become a major
concern, and officials are checking into
having video cameras in the area and
posting police officers to catch would-
For the past three years Karl Lovette
from Domino's and Andy Chen from
Grand China made it their goal to pro-
vide friendly,' quality food service by
making unsolicited* deliveries to the
Students Uving in A&T residence halls
have made friends with men from two
local restaurants over the pizza and egg
rolls that became staples of their diets.
dorms. When they arrived, the residence
hall staff would announce that residents
could come to the lobby to buy their
food.
But this service ended earlier this fall,
as a result of complaints from another
restaurant and concerns that the food
sales violated a contract the university
has with its food service provider.
See FACES on Page 2See SGA, Page 2
In 1990 there were 6,515 students
enrolled at A&T. Out of those students,
973 were commuters and 2,542 were
residents on campus. By 1999, enroll-
ment had increased to 7,442 students.
Out of those students, 4,499 were com-
muters and the remaining 2,943 lived on
Why do most N.C. A&T students pre-
fer to stay off campus and commute?
Commuters say privacy
Lindsay believes one of the biggest
disadvantages to staying off campus is
access to a computer and parking. "If
He said the biggest advantage to stay-
ing off campus was not being in the
campus environment too much.
business finance, said he has never
stayed on campus. Lindsay, a
Greensboro native, lives with his par-
ents and his younger brother on
Guilford College Road. It takes him
approximately 20-25 minutes to get to
the A&T campus.
Page 5
See related Viewpoint on
is worth the hassles
Lonnie Lindsay, a senior majoring in
campus.
The percentage of commuter students
enrolled at A&T has not changed over
the decade, remaining at approximately
60 percent.
See SPACE, Page 3
William C. Davis II
Register Contributer
4-5
News . . . begins on 2
Opinion
Entertainment 6
Commuters looking for a place to park. See related story page 5
Tuition takes another hike
Sharonda Eggleton/Register Staff
Sports 10-11 Seasonal blooms, see
Page 8.
See TUITION, Page 3
"We are pleased with the moderate
increase because we feel that our stu-
dents would be able to afford it," said
equates to a .5 percent tuition increase
The 4 percent increase will only appl}
to the in-state undergraduate and grad-
year's increase was 2.1 percent
This systemwide act must bt
approved by the N.C. General Assembl)
before it can be implemented. Lasl
UNC Board
approved a 4 percent tuition increase
for the 2001-2002 school year at each of
the 16 universities.
The of Governors
uate tuition. At A&T, the tuition
increase will mean an extra $39 a year
from in-state undergraduate students
and $41 from graduate students. Out-
of-state undergraduate and graduate
students will have the same dollar
increase as the in-state students, which
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SGA deals with
student issues
By Dijon Rolle
Register Staff Writer
laronda Eggleton/RegisterStaff
* And cracking down on food fights in
Den;
Register Contributor
By Arron S..Richardson
Mitchell urged students to raise their
voices and provide auxiliary services
with feedback about any of the campus
be perpetrators.
SGA President Nikkita Mitchell,
praised A&T students for helping to get
the education bonds passed. She also
thanked the many students and faculty
who helped with the massive voter reg-
istration drive on campus. A&T had the
second-highest voter registration in the
The third full-body meeting of the
A&T Student Government Association
included discussion on topics ranging
from an environmental program to
post-Homecoming details.
By JasonBoyd
Register Contributor
now a phone call away
Friendly faces are
Domino's delivery man Karl Lovette gets ready to deliver, but he won't be
going to A&T unless called upon.
Sharon Saylor Hoard has been
named intern director of N.C. A&T's
Teaching Fellows Program.
Hoard is the former director of
N.C. Central's School of Education
Teaching Fellows Program.
Hoard received her B.S. degree in
mass communications from Towson
State University and her master's
degree from George Washington
University.
In its 10th year, the sleepout for the
homeless always seems to affect people
and make themrealize that there are less
fortunate people in the world by its
Thousands of dollars in donations
and a lot of public awareness were the
goals as the Eta Chapter of Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity Inc. held its annual
sleepout for the homeless on Dec. 1.
The Sigmas, along with community
volunteers, sleep out each December on
the Zeta Phi Beta Sigma plot — tolerat-
ing the conditions that people in
Greensboro's homeless community face
on an everyday basis. The event also
recognizes organizations that provide
shelter and care to homeless families
and individuals.
The event is expected to garner thou-
sands of dollars in food, clothing and
other donations to benefit the
Greensboro Urban Ministry.
"We recognized that we needed more
service outside of A&T because our
impact on our community could be bet-
ter."
According to the ministry's statistics, the
main demographics of the homeless are
70 percent single black men, 10 percent
of women with children.
With that in mind, Phi Beta Sigma
knew that it had a partner in the Urban
Ministry to fight this situation.
"Phi Beta Sigma had the mission to be
the leading proactive community service
organization that focused on those
issues that affect African-American
males," said Aiken.
Those statistics reveals two things: the
homeless situation in Greensboro and
surrounding areas is staggering and the
ministry is just what this project needs.
Over the last 14years, the Greensboro
Urban Ministry has served overone mil-
lion of the Triad's homeless. Just last
year, the ministry served 200,000 peo-
ple.
"We pick the coldest night of the year,
so we have to endure the cold and
winds," said Tyrone Aiken.
Joining Phi Beta Sigmas in their effort
to bring attention to the issue of home-
lessness in the Triad is the Greensboro
Urban Ministry.
graphic simulation of the living condi-
tions for the homeless. The Sigmas do
this by choosing the night with the most
adverse condition.
SGA
Board members are invited to an
annual meeting to express their views
and recommendations on the techni-
cal quality and direction of ONR' s
Industrial and Corporate Programs
Department.
Professor presents
research papers
Earnestine Psalmonds, vice-chan-
cellor for research at N.C. A&T, was
an invited member of the Board of
Visitors for the Industrial and
Corporate Programs Department of
the Office of Naval Research in
Arlington, Va.
Professor, assistant
complete study
However, a hip-hop music conference
held in Philadelphia the same weekend
affected this year's Homecoming con-
Treasurer Temple Robinson briefed
the students on the money spent and
revenue generated during Homecoming.
The SGA spent $50,790.31 for this
year's activities, staying within its pro-
jected budget and breaking even this
year.
Dr. Cathy Kea, an associate profes-
sor of special education, presented
papers at the 2000 Symposium on
Culturally and Linguistically Diverse
Exceptional Learners in Albuquerque,
N.M., Oct. 11-13.
Kea presented two research papers
entided "Follow-Up Study of Special
Education Graduates Attending
Traditional White Institutions for
Master's Degrees" and "A Study of
African-American Student Teachers'
Beliefs and Skills Relative to
Multicultural Competence."
Brian Johnson,vice president of inter-
nal affairs and head of the student sen-
ate, announced that the senate was
working on two new pieces of legisla-
tion. One of them wouldraise the GPA
requirement for Miss A&T from 2.5 to
However, she noted that the majority
of these incidents were committed by
people who did not attend the universi-
ty. •
making this year's coronation so suc-
cessful. Currendy, Watlington is working
on her T.A.C.T. program, 'adopt-a-
grandparent, holiday activities and the
Empty Stocking Fund in Guilford
County. She is looking for volunteers to
assist in these activities.
Attorney General Kimberly Cole
reported there had been 19 offenses
such as armed robbery and assault on
A&T's campus between July 1 and Sept.
30.
cert,
"The Homecoming concert is our
main money-maker ... yet it posed a
dilemma for many artists because in
order for them to continue to have their
music played in Philadelphia and receive
airplay anywhere else, it was in theirbest
interest to attend," said Robinson.
Vice President of External Affairs
Shannon Cannady provided additional
details and figures from Homecoming.
Guest speaker Dr. Godfrey A.
Uzochukwu, a professor and director of
the Waste Management Institute, spoke
briefly on his work.
The WMU offers certificates to any
undergraduate student who completed
The next SGA meeting will be sched-
uled in January.
Currently, the Waste Management
Institute is working on a five-year, $18
million project designed to find ways to
replace water with carbon dioxide in
industrial processes.
The research will help reduce water
use and environmental pollution. N.C.
State, UNC-Chapel Hill and the
University of Texas at Austin are also
involved in the project.
For information on current and future
SGA activities, please call the SGA
office at 334-7820.
For more information on the Waste
Management Institute, call
Uzochukwho in the Carver Annex at
334-7030.
management courses
"We encourage all students, no matter
what your major is, to participate in this
program," said Uzochukwu. "Having
knowledge about environmental con-
cerns and issues will only enhance the
skills that you already have in your cho-
sen field."
FACES
Underwritten by the Institute on
Aging at UNC-Chapel Hill, the
research was an exploratory study
using both quantitative and qualitative
methods.
The research "Establishing Felt
Needs for Effective Support
Programs for Grandparents Parenting
'at-risk' Grandchildren."
Dr. Rosemary B. Closson, assistant
professor of adult education, and
Sharon Parker, graduate research
assistant, recendy completed the final
report of their research study.
was a violation to the university's solici-
tation policy.
"We received complaints from other
vendors," Johnson said, "because
Domino's was monopolizing the stu-
dent consumer market."
He added, "The solicitation policy
states that since we have a contract with
Sodexho Marriott, that no other vendor
can sell food on campus without being
called upon by phone." Sodexho
Marriott has the contract for food serv-
ices at the cafeteria and the studentConference explores
environmental careers
Uzochukwu's topic was "What to
Do With A College Degree." The
purpose of the conference was to
explore challenges and wonders of an
environmental career. The event
offered a comprehensive look at envi-
ronmental careers.
N.C. A&T offers a certificate pro-
gram in Waste Management as com-
plement to the undergraduate degree.
Atlanta.
Dr. Godfrey A. Uzochukwu, pro-
fessor and director of A&T's Waste
Management Institute, presented at
the 17th Annual Environmental
Careers Conference Oct. 29 in Students like Sharonda Eggleton often
benefited from Domino's deliveries. "I
like Domino's because it was cheap, and
a change from the same old cafe food,"
Eggleton said.
The students were not the only ones
who appreciated the pizzas. "Karl is
really a nice guy," said Scott B Hall
director Thomas Hastye. "For instance,
if he brought 10pizzas to sell to the stu-
dents, then he would always bring some
extra free ones for the staff to eat."
Grand China is a family-owned busi-
From FACES on Page 1
Lovette, the unit manager of the
Domino's at 948 E. Bessemer Ave., was
responsible for the Domino's deliveries.
He would sell one-topping pizzas at the
dorms for $5.
"I have been working for Domino's
for 17 years. I first started this practice
in Detroit, when I would make runs to
Wayne State and Detroit College," said
Lovette. "I moved to Greensboro in
1993, and I started doing the same tiling
here at A&T. Everybody wins: We sell
the pizzas, and the students save
money."
Brian Holder, a sophomore from
Barbados, knows first-hand how nice
Chen can be. "Last year I was hungry,
and the store was closed. Andy realized
that I was new. I was not from around
here, and I didnot have a way of getting
around town.
"He drove me to McDonald's so I
wouldn't be hungry anymore," Holder
said. "That was really nice of him; he
went out of his way to do something
that he didn't have to do."
But the random deliveries that made
Domino's and Grand China so popular
with students do not exist anymore.
In a Sept. 14 memo, Todd Johnson,
director of auxiliary services, explained
that vendors are no longer able to bring
food to A&T unannounced, because it
ness that has catered to A&T students
since opening on 1457 E. Cone Blvd.
three years ago. Grand China's deliveries
included meals ranging from sesame
chicken and egg rolls, to shrimp fried
rice and chicken wings.
"We offer a lot of things on our stu-
dent discount menus, and we realize that
many people don't have cars," Chen
said. "I get to know people when they
first get here as a freshman, and we
become and stay friends as the years go
by."
One of the major principles in the
business world is the law of supply and
demand. Domino's and Grand China
were the first in this area to meet the
demand and target their service to A&T.
"I hope we can start making random
deliveries again. We were helping the
students and ourselves at the same
time," Lovette said.
union
The action was prompted by Ali Bib,
an A&T alumnus managing Golden
Pizza on 2278 Golden Gate Drive who
believed that Domino's and Grand
China were using unfair business prac-
tices. "I don't want to hurt anybody, but
everybody has to follow A&T policy. If
they don't, they have to be stopped,"
Bib said.
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Helping the homeless
Phi Beta Sigma chapter holds its 10th sleepout for the homeless
By T.J. Moore
Register Staff Writer
18-20 hours in environmental and waste
From SGA on Page 1
Psalmonds invited to
annual meeting
Campus briefs
Saylor named intern
director for program
Estimated 01-02' tuition $1,021 $1,063 $8,291 $8,333
Percentage Increase 4% 4% 0.50% 0.50%
From COMMUTERS on Page 1
situations.
"We are very sensitive to the needs of
state mandate of 4 percent. Jeffries says
that A&T has decided not to impose" a
\&Tuniversity increase for next yeai
is concerned with its students' financial
have the money to attend A&T
Renick added, "Even though com-
pared to other states, tuition is low, we
need to be careful and make sure that
we continue to provide education acces-
sible to our students."
our students and their ability to pay foi
college," says Chancellor James Renick.
Jeffries says that A&T's decision
makes it more competitive and afford-
able. She says that it could be the dif-
ference between whether a student will
Paula Jeffries, assistant vice chancellor.
The Board of Governors raises the
tuition to help support the state budget,
which covers increases in enrollment,'
increases in the salaries of faculty and
staff, improvements on students' access
to universities and the modernization of
universities as well as other expenses.
Jeffries said that the state is being
more lenient on out-of-state students.
Out-of-state students will save approxi-
mately $300 because of the board's
decision, she said. In the past, the
tuitionincreases were the same percent-
age for both out-of-state students and
in-state students.
"Three hundred dollars may not seem
like a lot of money, but when you're
putting it on top of everything else you
have to pay, it is," said Jeffries.
Five North Carolina institutions raised
tuition last year. This year UNCG has
decided to raise their tuition above the
was in the dorm, and now she has herPRIVACY She that there were some disadvan-tages to staying off-campus, such asdealing with a car that is questionable.
Another disadvantage, she said, was
"having extra expenses that you don't
think about when you are on campus
because everything is already pre-paid."
She also said parking was a big issue.
"I have to park by Forest Grove
because I do not have a parking sticker,"
Neal said.
Petrina Lyons, a junior majoring in
business education/administrative sys-
tems, used to stay on campus\ Now she
lives off-campus with three other stu-
you don't have a computer you have to
go to the computer labs," he said.
Nicole Neal, a senior manufacturing
systems major, stays at a location off
Cone Boulevard, and said it takes her 15
minutes to get to campus. She said she
moved off campus because she did not
like dorm life.
"I am a private person. Off campus I
have more privacy and space," Neal
said.
dents on East Cone Boulevard. She said
it takes her approximately 15minutes to
get to campus.
Lyons believes one of the biggest
advantages to staying off-campus is the
peace and quiet.
"The -noise level was too high in the
dormitories," she said.
Another advantage Lyons sees is that
she doesn't have to worry about what
time to eat. On campus she had to eat
around the cafeteria's schedule, but now
"I can cook my own food when I want."
Lyons also said that she has more pri-
vacy. She had to share a room when she
own room
The biggest disadvantage to staying
off-campus, Lyons said, is that unlike
resident students, she can't just stop byher room to rest.
"In between classes I cannot go to
sleep," Lyons said. And if it's raining,
she can't go back to her room and get
her umbrella.
Commuter students have some places
torelax and study between classes, how-
ever. The commuter center is located in
the Student Union and student lounges
are located in many buildings.
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Page
North Carolina A&T State University
Estimated Tuition for 2001-2002From HIKE on Page 1
In-state
Undergraduate Graduate Undergraduate
Out-of-state
Graduate
00-01' tuition $982 $1,022 $8,252 $8,292
4% UNC-System increase $39 $41
3
$39 $41
The dawn of a new student newspaper is upon you
Starting Jan. 29, 2001, you will see a revamped and
remodeled newspaper, and you'll see it more often.
The Registeris moving from a bi-weekly publication to
a weekly publication,' giving you what you want,whether it be news, sports, or entertainment.
We're also redesigning the newspaper so not only will
we read like an award-winning paper but well look like
one, too. It's assured to make you, the reader, evenmore pleased and impressed with the publication.
We thought that we'd bring in the new year with a Freshman Biology Major
By SharondaEggleton
bang.
Don't worry, we won't get ridiculously crazy with itbut you can expect to see a new front page with stylish »-design, and eye-popping features. More on-campus and RANDY ST PI AIRoff-campus entertainment, more community news and
featUreS afC 0thei Aat caP^re mterestWhat The Register* trying to create is a newspaper that belongs to the student,first and the community second. We want students to have a voice in what'X" eprinted and what's not being printed. We also want students to envision Theas the best paper there is.
As editor-in-chief of The Renter, my staff and I share a vision. We want to benoted as the best HBCU student newspaper. Last year, Hampton UtuS™S1 " H°Ward UmVCrSlty RCIn order for us to be the best we need the best. We need you to help us in theromping of our newspaper. Write letters to us, voice your" opimon ?- youtuition, you deserve to be heard. The Renter is an outiet for all students to venTr htr;u wit1; ? real issues are bemg feported-we ™ «sI'm excited, for this is not only a great time for the staff of The Remter but for allof you who read The Renter. We appreciate your dedication to and wewant to reward you for it. The best way I know to do that is by prinX a neJspaper that you can take home to your family and friends to show Poff.7wantTouo brag about how good the paperlooks and how we cover real issues. The Registeris on a higher level and we have no choice but to keep going higher &till In h ,Xtarted , t0 a level mating a website. We will con-inue to build the site this week and will continue to improve and update it Nowyou 11 be able to look back on old issues you missed, andyou'll be able to see morlentertainment, and more sports. With the Internetwe are able to print as muSTwe like. A section of the web page is set aside especially for students to voSe the"opinion in a forum and regular polls.
Reach out to us and we'U ensure you the best paper A&T has ever had We take
So email us at register@ncat.edu and later this week check out our website atwwwcollegepublisherxom/atregister. I along with the staff look forward tcwha
Th
U
ank vou
0"* ** t0 t0 make ?aPer *e absolute lest
They are there through thick and thin. Friendship requires tolerance and under-standing. Sometimes good friends have bad days. Webster's defines friendship asa dose personal companion. A friendship, much like a marriage, is a bond. In mar-nag you take vows before God; friendship has its own vows taken through Zrtteataent of your friend. True friendship to me is defined as deep personal Sattomhips that are blessings between individuals, that occur few and £ betweenYou can call anyone a friend, but a true friend is not someone you simply have aclass with. Arriving here at A&T as a freshman, I have learned this first-hTndRecently encountered a situation with a girl who lived in my dorm. Now basedXJncfto Mstrn£SS't SltUatl °n qU1CMy rCSOlVed Th£™ 1 -SeV because she was someone who I had considered making afnend. She was someone who I spent a lot of time with but yet I never realize!she wasstabbmgmein myback. Whatever her reasons were fo/her act I feel sorryfor her. She does not know what the true meaning of friendship is. Frknd San investment of time and dedication. Many people get caughf up in caCLvindividual that they simply justknow their friend P i caning any
The word friend has been confused for the word associate. The person thatnefd F y°UAeCaUSe y°U We °f Ae Same « - - associate not yourf n . Fnendship is a process that does not happen over night. College aUows forth, constant confusion, an associate being interpreted as afiiend insfead of" Sy
Friendship is like a growing plant. Like with a plant you must water and nurturea fnendskp. Friendship has no colors, no age limit l/fnendship you'aTnZS
Sendtpt eXPenenCCS 7°U ™* 1 We
Friendship is like holding a job, with long-term benefits. It is hard work but thereis always a reward in the end for the hard work. I believe in hard work and puttolfTf? Tm f"-/1" ffleDdshipS 1haVe are blessings I have frue"o life friends. My friends are people who don't hold back. They have accented metapped 18 15 WHat 3 fnCnd' Wh° a-Pts mep^f^The world many times defines an individual by the company one keens T flm apart of a tight circle of friends. This group is myfnend ls someone who you could call family. Friendship Uke coUege Tb&JCaches you how you will handle life. You gain the tools 'you need to'm ket tie
Five
20. Which of these things would you like for Santa to
Day?
How many of us had to work on Thanksgiving
3. Did vou take home more dirty clothes than clean
How many times did you eat on Thanksgiving
1. "This Christmas" by Donny Hathaway
2. ; Silent Night" by the Temptations (of course)1 Santa Claus is Comtng to Town" by the Jackson
Pantry" always look so mean? How many of us getwhat we came for and leave quickly? Can you sayDon t play around in the CP"?
19.Don't we all agree that Christmas just wouldn't be
radk>
StmaS hCar theSC S°ngS pkyed °n Ae
tht cm)aUd PaikinS StiCker (S° y°U St°P parkin§ ln
5. Those last few hours you need to graduate
2. A new roommate.
3.A vacant spot in that "closed" class that you real-ly need. 3
bring you?
1. Book money for next semestei
ones?
4. Did you take all the "Tupperware" teyin' to bring
back leftovers?
5. Did any member of your family "show off" andembarrass you this Thanksgiving?
6. Why is the heat so high in Crosby Hall?
7. What is so hard about turning off your pager andcell phone before you go to class?
8. Why is it that the person whose phone is reallyringing always looks around like it's not them?
9. Hasn't "Kinko's" become your best friend this
semester?
10. Does the staff know you by name whenever you
come in? Can you say " Open 24 Hours"?
15. Why do "promoters" always wanna stick their
flyers on your car?
16. How many times have those same flyers gotten
stuck on your windshield' whenever it rained? Howmany times have you been ready to fight these cats
cause you still can't get it off?
but don't we miss Club17. Maybe it's just us.Sensations just a lil?
18. Why does that man who works in the "College
„ U- does the "Aggie Den" always have a newprocedure" every time you go in there to get yourrood?12. Whatever happened to the "Bike Cops"?13. Why were they forever tryin' to "roll up" on peo-ple in cars, (like they could really catch them if theydrove off)? ;
11. We know we're kinda late on this one but how
could they close the movie theater at Four Seasonsmall?
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will blow your mind
Changes to The Register Editorial PolicyEditorials reflect the opinions of the A&T Register but not necessarily those ofthe university. Views in guest commentaries and letters to the editor
are those of the writet
The A&T Register
Box E-25, 1601 E. Market St
Greensboro, NC 27411
Editor-in-Chief
By Randy St.Clair
Friendship, like
is a bond
Guest Commentary
marriage,
The Aggie Inn also has an AggieShutde to transport students to and
from campus. It is a great addition for
students living at the Aggie Inn, or
would be if it onlyran on time.
A new fall semester in a new apart-
ment, a new college, maybe a new job
behind the counter of Wendy's - stu-dents face transitions affecting theirlives negatively or positively. Sad to say,there have been more negative outcomes'
for students forced to move off the yard.
The struggle to keep the heads and their
grades above water has become a great
challenge to most students.
Students living off of the yard realize
that those carefree days of being afreshman are long gone. Now, not only
are they trying to maintain grades, but
trying to balance life as well.
And parking is a battle. Suddenly stu-dents wonder what else they could have
done with that $100 they paid for their
parking permit, because finding a space
is out of the question. Even side streets
in the neighborhoods are littered with
Commuting is a problem all its own.Since gas prices have risen so much this
fall semester, a student already on a
budget for living expenses finds anotherhidden cost to living off the yard — the
cost of gas. For some students, the high
cost of gas prices combined with the
high cost of living expenses equaled
missing a couple of classes that aren't intheir major.
year.
j —
Many students were given a room, but
many other upperclassmen were turned
away with three options: find a newplace to live, transfer to another college,or drop out of school altogether.
Some students were lucky enough tofind a relative or friend to stay with; oth-ers decided to continue their education
at A&T and found themselves fishingthrough the Apartment Bluebook for adecent apartment within their price
range.
It was no surprise to see fellow A&T
students at various apartment officestrying to find a place, too. Most students
were greeted with, "Hello....are you
from A&T? I hear there's no housing
over there."
We were shocked that the officerepre-
sentatives knew about the housing situ-
ation, and equally a litde stung by theinsult toAggie Pride, but it was business
as usual. All the more fulfilling for
apartment complexes that boasted that
there were "no more apartments avail-able." The rush to find a place to kve
was on
A new place was definitely a nice
change - but for most students, getting
an apartment meant getting a job to pay
fork.
Not having to use the macabre dormi-
tory bathrooms, not being awakened byloud music and not hearing two pairs offeet running up the steps after co-ed
hours all came with a price. Having a
job to pay for a place to live is a true test
of time management: work enoughhours to pay the rent, but leave enough
hours for studying. Students who aren't
getting money from home find their
social lives almost non-existent.
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Lack of housing affects students' lives
By Walita Campbell
Register Contributor ViewpointIremember chaos in front of MurphjHall at the end of spring semester
Students waited in endless lines, hungryhot, upset, and missing classes trying tofind a place to stay for the incoming
What a
the train makes!
difference
cars of commuting students unable to
purchase a permit.
5
Other upperclassmen decided to sit
out a semester to raise enough money to
get an apartment and maintain livingexpenses. Having to delay education to
raise enough money for a place to stay
was the ultimate sacrifice for students
who were not granted housing. Others
remain on the waiting list hoping to find
an emptyroom for the next year.
A&T has create alternatives to make
the living off campus a little easier. For
example, the Ramada Inn on Elm-
Eugene Street was renovated to becomethe Aggie Inn, an extension of A&T as
an off-campus establishment. This is a
bittersweet- alternative due to the fact
that the Aggie Inn charges more for
housing.
The company showed tremendous
energy with dance movements and
screams and hollers during the birth.
"No Good Shepherd Boy" brought a
different side to hip-hop. The perform-
sang about how
there was no
room for Mary
and Joseph to
have their baby,
referring to
hotels such as
"Embassy, Best
Western,
Fairfield" and
then said there
Rondrell McCormick blessed the audi-
ence with "We Expect You," while
awaiting the birth of Jesus. "No Room,"
sung by Zonya Johnson, Lelund
Thompson and
Diatra Langford,
captured many
laughs from the
audience. Thev
Denambe." People were dancing and
jumping to celebrate the new arrival.
E, F, G
which really had
Scott A, B, C, D,
Haley,"Holt,
was no room in
The effect of candles, the soothing
voice of Jessica Edwards amidst the
powerful sermon played by Thompson
took "Silent Night" to a new level.
Then, Godbolt broke out with
"Precious Lord, Take My Hand," and
followed through with the help of
vocakst Foust as the worshippers and
congregation entered.
ers did just about every old school hip-
hop dance, along with their own version
of a shepherd's rap flow. David Watkins,
who played the Shepherd Boy, showed
why he will be a rising star during the
veas as a Richard B. Harrison Player.
On "Go Tell It
on the
Mountain," the
whole audience
clapped and
sang to the beat.
"Sweet Little
Jesus Boy," per-
formed by
Johnson,
Myneesha Miller
and Godbolt,
closed out Act 1
and warmed
hearts by show-
ing the audience
the value of a_. . ,„ ., ~ ,.. , mother's love.Trina Logan/Register Contributor
The intermis-
The joy of praise and worship shines sjon was just
through the production. enough time to
calm down,
begin to gather tissues and start drying
vour eves.
Walt Disney lights up
holiday box officethe
The final performance is 8 p.m
Tuesday in the Paul Robeson Theatre.
Johnson, a junior, said, "It was a bless-
ing to be a part of the show."
"Black Nativity" is a show everyone
should attend. Either you will get the
true meaning of Christmas or be
reminded why believers love God so
much
"Mr. Lucky made you get into what
you were doing," said Watkins. "It was
more internal than external. I felt great
during the show and it was professional-
ly done."
Dancer Sunshyne Gay, an A&T junior,
said, "by the second act, I felt worn with
the slavery, civil rights and contempo-
rary scenes. I don't feel exhausted,
though, I just look forward to the next
show."
Johnson and the cast closed with
"What God Has for Me," "When the
Saints Go Marching In" and "Joy to the
World."
tissues.
When Johnson started preaching and
the choir started singing, I think every-
jumped into the spiritone
Christianity and forgot that this was a
production. Her performance was phe-
nomenal.
0%"Phantom of the Country Opera" is a
play about a girl who leaves a promising
career and returns to her roots in
Nashville singing backup at the Country
Palace
in brief
The Live Stock Players youth theater
will feature the play "Phantom of the
Country Opera" Dec. 7-9 at 8 p.m. at
the Carolina Theatre.
Entertainment
r #
4
Many of the starring roles
have gone to a variety of
breeds including a bullmas-
tiff, border terrier, borzoi and
Chinese crested dog. The
film features a breakout per-
formance by Waddlesworth,
the macaw who thinks it's a
dog! So laugh, get mad and
rejoice like a kid at "102
Dalmatians."
%
%
family
The show features works in all media
and from artists across the state. It's
also a good opportunity to buy a piece
of artwork for the art lovers in your
The Green Hills Center for North
Carolina art will be showcasing work at
their annual winter sh6w is showcasing
work throughDec. 31.
Patrick
This movie features the
voices of David Spade, John
Goodman, Eartha Kitt and
Warburton
Guaranteed to make you
laugh and groove as the
Emperor takes his journey
back home, this flick is in
theaters Dec. 15.
with each other as well as the
hair-raising clangers as they
try to return Kuzco to his
throne before Yzma tracks
him down and kills him.
Ultimately, Kuzco's friend-
ship with Pacha teaches this
royal pain to see his world in
a different way.
thememorial
The Greensboro Ballet will be per-
forming the timeless tale of the
Nutcracker on Dec. 9 and 10at the War
Auditorium
Greensboro Coliseum complex
The music will be performed by the
Greensboro Symphony Orchestra.
Bah Humbug!! You got it, Scrooge
and Tiny Tim and the rest of the gang
will be live at the High Point Theatre,
Carolina Theatre and Stevens Center as
the North Carolina Shakespeare
Festival presents "A Christmas Carol. "
For ticket information call (336) 887
3001.
New Groove'
xThe Emperor's
In a mythical mountain
kingdom, the young
Emperor Kuzco rules and
becomes too arrogant for his
own good, so is transformed
into a llama by his advisor,
the devious diva Yzma
Stranded in the jungle,
Kuzco's only chance to get
back home and reclaim the
high life rests with a good -
hearted peasant named
Pacha. Kuzco's perfect world
becomes a perfect mess as
this most unlikely duo deal
The sudden disappearance
of Cruella's probation offi-
cer's own Dalmatian puppies,
namely Pongo and Perdy's
grandchildren, Little Dipper,
Domino and Oddball, sug-
gests that all is not as it
seems. The film also stars
loan Gruffudd as dog shelter
Walt Disney Pictures brings
back a wonderful live tale of
how good over comes evil.
This time Cruella is released
from prison on good behav-
ior, vowing that she will have
nothing to do with fur ever
again. However, she doesn't
keep this promise long and
starts scheming on how to
get an authentic Dalmatian
coat.
Just when you thought
"lOi Dalmatians" were too
many, they added another
one to the Utter. Cruella De
Vil (Glen Close) is back to
get the litde dogs for cloth-
ing.
manservant, Alonso.
owner Kevin, AUce Evans as
Cruella's probation officer,
Chloe, and welcomes back
Tim Mclnnerny as trusty
In addition to the people,
the film adds a host of new
animals: Dipstick (son of
Pongo and Perdy) and
Dottie, their puppies
Domino, Little Dipper and
Oddball, and the supporting
cast of Dalmatian puppies.
On Dec. 5 the Carolina Theatre will
be showing the 1946 classic film "It's A
Wonderful Life" starring JamesStewart,
Donna Reed and Lionel Barrymore.
The word
I heard...
him a call any day now!
We all know that Wu-Tang
clan ain't nothing to mess
with so everybody might
want to step aside. Word has
it that the Wu are in the stu-
dio for a reunion on their
third album "The W."
Snoop Dog will bereleasing his album"Tha Last Meal" on
Dec. 19 so all you West Coast
fans know what to do. And
his label mate Silk the
Shocker will be releasing his
album "My World, My Way"
on Jan. 16
O.K. so I have to clown
Whv was Old D.B
McDonald's signing auto-
graph's in Philly and he knew
he was on the run? Can we
say "America's Dumbest
Criminals" should be giving
December 4, 2000
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Nativity' touches audience'Black
Richard B. Harrison Players put on another wonderful performance
"Now Behold the Lord" featured the
Harris-Mintz Dancers, which brought
back fond memories of praise and wor-
ship on Sunday mornings. Their per-
formance was graceful and angelic.
James Blocker and the rest of the con-
gregation made it clear that right about
now the audience should pull out their
The prologue had a storybeing told to
the church youth by "Sister Erika
Boyd," played by Shemida Gill. There
was a dynamic opening with "Aye Mo
The Pit, comprised of Tenille Foust,
Lorial Smith and Greg Drumwright,
helped the show achieve its musical
glory along with the cast and crew.
The show opened with Tony Steele,
musical director Jared Boyd, Osei
Appiagyei and Greg Henders preparing
music for the opening of the show.
Even though Steele and Boyd have
been into music for over 20 years, they
still knew what kind of new flavor to
bring to this production.. Also joining in
was 16-year-old Henderson, a junior
from Southwest High School. He and
Appiagyei played with magnutfi force.
The musical portion and the perform-
ances of the actors and actresses over-
came the many problems with the
sound. The scenery was well-crafted by
Keon Speller.
Black Nativity was a very exhilarating
show. I don'tknow exactly how the past
shows have been directed but what I do
know is that this one was incredible.
Most holiday productions bring you
the same music, lines and scenery every
year. Well, the Richard B. Harrison
Players proved to everyone that the
chances of that happening with "Black
Nativity" are slim to none. Miller Lucky
Jr., the director, put together almost a
brand-new show with a litde something
for everyone.
everyone rolling.
During "Search," Mary and Joseph,
played by Eric McBroom and Latasha
Godbolt, gave a ground-breaking per-
formance. They depicted the painful
struggle of finding a place for Jesus to
be born.
at us."
me and a buddy had pulled two jeeps
beside each other," he recalls. "We heard
mortars going off in the distance but
next thing we know, the enemy had
rockets going off all around us! Aimed
The first to arrive and the last to leave,
Alonzo Rucker's day isn't over until the
job has been done.
Rucker is a man of patience.
Although hardly ever recognized, he
asks that he be left alone and allowed to
do his job.
"He's a father figure to all the cadets.
He tries to keep them straight," he says.
"When they need advice they can go to
him. He's also a perfectionist when it
comes to uniforms."
M. Sg.t William Jefferson of the Air
Force ROTC considers Rucker to be a
great role model for the cadets.
Cadets say that "Rucker is the coolest
granddaddy I know," or note how he
helps them out.
"I had a grin from ear to ear," says
Rucker of the day he was transferrer!
"Now the only people I have to deal
with are students and military."
In the fall of 1993,he was transferred
to work in the supply office of Air
Force ROTC.
driving, setting up tables. You name it,
A&T had me do it!"
After the cab incident, Rucker began
working at the Union full time. He
stayed for 10 years. "I did some of
everything," Rucker says. "They had me
"The sheriff's department called the
guy with the dogs. I don'tknow if they
ever found him," Rucker says.
Rucker explains how he pleaded with
the robber to take the money and the
cab, but to leave him alone.
"I picked him up in the Grove. No, it
was the Southside. People were around
the back of the house talking. He got in
and took me way out off Mt. Hoke
Road," he says.
While maintaining a part-time job at
the Memorial Union, Rucker went back
to driving a cab. He continued to drive
the cab for 13 years but stopped because
of a robbery.
as a senior.
Community College and a driving a taxi,
he was able to transfer to A&T in 1975.
But in 1978, the Veteran's
Administration inadvertently stopped
sending his check for school, and
Rucker says he was forced to withdraw
Music Dept.
Caldwell named
chairman for
By Brian Johnson
Register Contributor
Keeping a tradition by paying hom-
age to black women is the basis of
the Zeta Alpha chapter of Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority Inc. *
Each year the Zeta women spon-
sor a week of activities celebrating
the accompUshments of the black
Greek Corner
Phenomenal Women celebrated on campus
Being bold and daring where also
some other characteristics of a phe-
nomenal woman, in Garrett's opin-
ZOB
does.
Garett further stated that a phe-
nomenal woman is one who is God-
fearing and always knows to put
God first in her life and all that she
ognize what is phenomenal about
each other."
woman
On the first night, the ladies pre
sented Sisterly Love, which was
designed as an icebreaker for the
Professor Paul Mou, UNCG Dept. ofBiology
"I view music as a presendy underde-
veloped component of the campus,"
Caldwell said. "I have plans to increase
awareness of its potential through edu-
Caldwell is an advocate for cultural Ut-
eracy, and bekeves that a strong, artisti-
cally interconnected music unit is vital
to the progress of all humanity, and not
just the arts.
Dr. Michael Caldwell has been named
chairperson of the Music Department
at N.C. A&T
"I am also looking forward to working
with other discipknes in .the College of
Arts and Science on collaborative proj-
cation
for a Phenomenal Woman Week,
Zeta Phi Beta member Nashett
Garrett said, "We recognize that
sometimes sisters feel as if they have
to search in the stars for female role
models when they can look next ,
door.
:o rec.oreover, we wan
The Phenomenal Women week was
just one installment in the programs
prepared this year by the ladies of
Zeta Phi Beta.
each other
Moreover, they feel that the pro-
grams allowed time for fellowship
between women as they empowered
ion
The ladies of Zeta Phi Beta feel
that the weeklong activities were a
success and that every night program
participants left with something ben-
eficial.
atmosphere
Here the ladies learn how to han-
dle bad hair days as well as proper
attire for social and professional
quette seminar
women and their accomplishments.
When asked what was the reason
The week ended with a Salute to
Black Women. This was an oppor-
tunity to evaluate phenomenal
A representative from Mary Kay
products brought make-up tips.
Phenomenally Beautiful was fol-
lowed up by Lessons of Lady eti-
series.
Phenomenally Beautiful was the
topic for the second part of the
series of programs.
Program participants engaged in a
round-table discussion with mem-
bers of Zeta Phi Beta.
He received a master's and bachelor's
in music from the University of Miami.
honor.
Caldwell holds a doctorate of musical
arts from the University of Arizona,
where he received the Creative
Achievement Award, highest graduate
ects."
[3 s.h. undergraduate credit]
Experimental Course: BIO 310-88
China's Forests and Their Roles in
Bio-Conservation and Human Society
Wednesday, Nov. 29, 6:00 pm, Alexander Room
Thursday, Nov. 30, 6:00 pm, Joyner Lounge
Monday, Dec, 4, 6:00 pm, Kirkland-Room
(All rooms are in the Elliott University Center)
Also handling misdemeanor offenses, license restorations and accident cases.
Free consultations andreasonable rates.
ServingGuilford, Davidson, Randolph and surrounding counties.
1207BRENTWOOD STREET
HIGH POINT, NC 27260
(336) 887-4804
SPEEDING TICKETS??? TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS???
These can damageyour (or your parents') insurance and license points.
ATTORNEY MICHAEL TROUTMAN (Class of 1990) can help.
Visit the Website:
www.uncg.edu/dcl/courses/china
Driving directions, campus map, & parking
www.uncg.edu/adm/tour-map.htm >
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Campbell Hall stalwart has Aggie, military ties
Behind the Scenes
"One day after my first three weeks,
After graduation, Rucker enksted in
the Marine Corps. In September he was
shipped to Okinawa. By August of
1967, Rucker was deployed to Vietnam.
"I was stationed at Camp Bucks, (Red
Beach) and it hadn't been touched till I
got there." Camp Bucks, located in Da
Nang, was the largest Marine supply
base in Vietnam at the time.
Born in andraised in Guilford County,
Alonzo James Rucker Sr. graduated
from Dudley Senior High School in
Juneof 1965. He recalls a time when the
schools weren't integrated. "It was 11th
grade," he says. "All the smart kids were
bused to Page, but I wasn't."
A hush falls over a usually noisy
Campbell Hall. A 6-foot, 235-pound
shadow creeps past each door, flicking
the lights out and making sure the
rooms are locked. It's 6 p.m. on a Friday
and the building has long been vacated,
but Alonzo Rucker's day isn't over until
the job has been done.
After attending Central Piedmont
"What a way to treat an experienced
soldier," he chuckles. After passing the
postal exam in 1970, he packed up and
moved to Charlotte.
Out of the Corps and out of work,
Rucker applied to the local fire, police
and sheriff's departments and was
turned down by all because of his eye-
sight.
"I got stuck taking care of the child,"
says Rucker, explaining the marriage
only lasted 13 months.
Rucker ended his active-duty military
service shortly before getting married in
June 1969. Alonzo Jr. was born soon
after, he recalls.
It was pandemonium all through out
the night. Rucker recalls the dead enemy
lined up at the gate: "We wanted to
show them they couldn't mess with us."
Selected as Gates Millennium Scholars
were Ashanta Allen, Randell Carter and
Antonio Reese. They competed with
more than 62,000 for the scholarship.
Eight N.C. A&T students have been
honored with scholarships.
The N.C. A&T Alumni Association
launched its annual alumni scholars pro-
gram in the fall of 1982.
Joyner is an engineering major from
Midlothian, Va.
Campbell, a biology major, is from
Whiteville, N.C. Davis, a graduate of
Dudley High School, is majoring in
chemistry. Dodson, a chemical engi-
neering major, hails from Columbia,
Md. Hugine is from Orangeburg, S.C,
and is an electrical engineering major.
In addition, five students have
received four-year scholarships from the
university's National Alumni
Association. The alumni scholars are
Carlton Campbell Jr., Jennifer Davis,
Terra Dobson, Akilah Hugine and
Jeffrey Thornhill Joyner.
graduate degree programs.
However, it is important-to remember that not all stress is bad. Positive
stress serves as a motivator and challenges you to stay on task.
For more information on stress management, log on to
www.indiana.edu/~health/stres.html.
" I ksten to slow jazz," said Peaches Holloway, a freshman business man-
agement major.
Some students have found other ways to rekeve stress.
"I usually take naps when I feel stressed," said LaRonda Farland, a fresh-
man accounting major.
for you,
Avoid caffeine since it may aggravate anxiety, insomnia, nervousness and
trembling.
Another strategy is to never procrastinate on an assignment.
It may take some time and imagination to see which strategy works well
A healthy lifestyle will make it easier to cope with stress. This means eat-
ing well-balanced meals and getting at least seven hours of sleep nighdy.
Go for a short walk.
Several yoga classes are offered in the community, for beginners to inter-
mediates. A class for beginners and advanced beginners is offered at
Guilford College from 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. The cost is $8 per class. For a
Ust of other yoga classes, visit www.news-record.com/ae/features/healfh-
cal.shtml.
There are many strategies to help manage stress.
For example, spend time each day with at least one relaxation technique
- imagery, daydreaming, prayer, meditation or yoga.
When symptoms like these occur, recognize them as signs of stress and
find a way to deal with them.
the time.
Stress is the physical, mental and emotional reactions you experience as
the result of changes and demands in kfe. Some common signs of stress
include increase in heart rate, headaches, insomnia, stiff neck or an upset
stomach. You may also become irritable or feel jumpy or exhausted all of
Working at a part- or full-time job, getting along with roommates or sim-
ply fulfilling academic obligations can cause stress, stress and more stress!
5 p.m
CLOSED
CLOSED
8 a.m
CLOSED
8 a.m. - 5 p.m
CLOSED
Regular hours
Because of the holidays and the holiday mail rush, the Interlibrary Loan service
will not accept and process any requests between Dec. 11, 2000, and Jan. 3, 2001.
This article was provided by the staff at the Bluford Library.
Monday, Dec. 25 - Monday, Jan. 1, 2001
Tuesday, Jan 2, 2001 - Friday, Jan. 5, 2001
Saturday, Jan. 6, 2001 - Sunday, Jan. 7, 2001
Monday, Jan. 8, 2001
Friday, Dec. 22
Sunday, Dec. 24Saturday, Dec. 23
The FDBluford Library began its 24-hour schedule on Sunday, and will not close
again until Friday, Dec. 8, at 8 p.m. The library will resume its regular hours on
Saturday, Dec. 9, from 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. Then again on Sunday, Dec. 11, at 2 p.m..
the librarywill open and not close again until Friday, Dec. 15 at 8 p.m. On Saturday
Dec. 16, the library will be open from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Please observe the FD Bluford Librarv holidav schedule
Sunday, Dec. 17
Monday, Dec. 18
Library now open 24 hours
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Greenhouse shelters holiday harvest
Sharonda Eggleton/Register Staff
trary to myth, are not poisonous
Dr. Marihelen Kamp-Glass shows off some of the hundreds of blooming poinsettias ready for buyers at the Dec
6 open house.
tias," she said.
Joel Roberts Poinsett, the first U.S.
"There has never been a reported case
of anyone dying from eating poinset-
One of the most colorful decorating
and gift choices during the holiday sea-
son is the poinsettia.
Since Aug. 15, the Reid Greenhouse
has been growing a variety of poinset-
tias including Jingle Bells (red speckled),
Peppermint (pink with with red speck-
les), Marbled (pink and white) and
Heirloom Peach (peach with variegated
foUage) as well pink, white and tradi-
tional red.
The greenhouse will be selling those
lovely blooms during an open house on
Dec. 6 from 2-4 p.m. The poinsettias
can be purchased for $5 a pot, $30 for
baskets.
"This is the 14th year that Reid
Greenhouse has done variety trials for a
producer of poinsettia cuttings," said
Dr. Marihelen Kamp-Glass, professor
of horticulture and program coordina-
tor for landscape architecture and horti-
culture programs.
west window.
Kamp-Glass says buyers should care
for the plants as they would any other
houseplant. It will need to be watered
according to the environment of the
house and will need kght in a south or
water."
"Make sure the poinsettia needs water
before watering it," she said. "You do
thatby taking a sharpened pencil, stick it
down into the pot and leave it for a
minute. Remove and look at the color of
the newly shaped wood, if it has not
changed into a darker color it needs
She pointed out that poinsettias, con-
Kamp-Glass said that you should
never place the plant on a television.
minister to Mexico (1825-29), is credit- commercial appeal.
ed with bringing the native Mexican For additional information, call (336)
plant to this country. In its native habi- 334-7520.
tat, poinsettias are very large woody This article was provided by A&T News
shrubs. Today they are bred smaller for Service.
Eight A&T students
receive scholarships
By Latoya Best
Register Staff Writer
Here are some ways to cope
with the pressure of finals and holidays
Stressed out?
The Gates Millennium Scholars initia-
tive is funded by a grant from the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation. It was
created last September and is aimed at
increasing the number of low-income,
high-achieving African-Americans and
Asian Pacific Americans enrolling in
and completing undergraduate and
Allen is a sophomore mechanical engi-
neering major from Cedar Hill, Texas.
Carter, a sophomore electrical engineer-
ing major, is from Spotslvania, Va., and
Antonio Reese, a freshman computer
science major, is from Hickory, N.C.
The Register
25% OF PEOPLE SAY THEY CAN DETECT THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN HOW EACH NOSTRIL PERCEIVES SMELL.
NEARLY 2/3 OF COLLEGE STUDENTS DRINK ON AVERAGE
LESS THAN ONE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE PER DAY.*
6.4% OF MEN GO COMMANDO.
3.9% OF WOMEN DON'T WEAR ANY UNDERWEAR.
•SOURCE: CORE INSTITUTE 1999
gr
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Tight End
DSU - Darnerian McCants
Placekicker
FAMU - Juan Vasquez
By Chris Wallace
Register Staff Writer
Defense
All-MEAC
First-Team
Defensive Lineman
BCC - Damion Cook
FAMU - Jauron Dailey
HAMP- Greg Scott
NSU - Travoris Carnes
Quarterback Keith
Matkins
Secondary
BCC - Rashean Mathis
DSU - Deshane Dennis
FAMU - Darnell Vickers
Howard - Vontrae Long
"Once we got them,we
never looked back."
Linebackers
BCC - Anthony Hubbard
Howard - Tracy White
FAMU - Patrick Burrows
Offensive Lineman
BCC - Gabriel Piniella
NCAT - Chris Kinloch
BCC - Jesus Sarduy
HAMP - James McCall
SCSU - Jermaine Hannon
All-MEAC
Second-Team
Offense
Quarterback
FAMU - Quinn Gray
See SELECTIONS, Page 11 Aggie quarterback gets popped while throwing
Sharonda Eggleton/Register StafffHicks was nowhere near
done as he finished with a
school and MEAC record
The Aggies will not make a
return trip to the postseason
this year despite wins over
Bethune-Cookman and Flo-
rida A&M. They not only
beat these teams, they beat
them handily as BCC took a
30-19 loss and FAMU took a
30-10 defeat. The Aggies
then trounced the Bulldogs
of S.C. State in a game that
was over nearly halfway
through the first quarter.
The most astonishing stat
was Hicks' numbers in the
game and the first quarter.
Hicks i rushed only eight
times for 141 yards and four
touchdowns in the first quar-
ter to put A&T up 28-0 after
one quarter.
The 2000CHARLOTTE
football season came to a
sweet and sour end for the
Aggie football team. The
sweet part is that they rolled
past S.C. State by a score of
66-14 to improve their record
to 8-3 overall. The sour part
is that the selection commit-
tee left them out of the play-
off bracket.
The Aggies offensive line
did a great job as they've
done all season long to help
lead the MEAC's number
onerushing attack
"We ran the ball very well
from the start," quarterback
Keith Matkins said. "Once
we got them, we never
looked back."
S.C. State seemed to be in a
state of shock after the first
quarter as the Aggie offense
lit up the score board. The
Bulldog could not stop the
Aggies as they piled up over
500 yards of offense and
controlled the ball. The
defense played very well as
they forced the Bulldogs into
many mistakes
"I am proud of the way my
team played," said Coach Bill
Hayes. "We jumped on them
from the start and kept the
heat on."
353 yards and six touch-
downs to lead the Aggies to
the 66-14 win.
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Seven Aggies honored
Hicks, Massey headline All-MEAC selections
Quarterback
DSU - Rahsaan Matthews
Wide Receivers
FAMU - Jacquay Nunally
SCSU - Monte' Stokes
DL Tracy White
Offensive Lineman of the Year:
FAMU, G Freddie Moore
Rookie of the Year: FAMU, K Juan
accolades are
Six of the seven Aggies named to the
All-MEAC team are seniors. The top
The Aggies selected to second team
All-MEAC were' senior guard Chris
Kinloch, placekicker Darren Dawkins,
senior linebacker B.J. Litde and senior
linebacker Ray Massey. Kinloch had a
great year on the line for the Aggies.
Dawkins was key as he connected on 13
of 22 field goals this season helping the
Aggies. Linebackers B.J. Litde and Ray
Massey anchored the defense as they
both recorded over 70 tackles on the
season. Little also ranked third in the
MEAC with eight sacks and Massey
added six sacks.
Fellow Aggies joining Hicks on the
first team were senior center Victor
Marte' and senior guard Anthony
Nobles. Both were a huge part of the
Aggies offensive success this season and
Hicks' breakout year.
The N.C. A&T Aggies football team
finished up their 2000 football season
with an 8-3 record and had seven play-
ers named to the All-MEAC team.
The Aggies were led on the All-
MEAC team by their brilliant running
back Maurice Hicks. Hicks rushed for
1,487 yards and 15 touchdowns. Both
are school records.
Defensive Player of the Year: Howard,
Offensive Player of the Year: DSU,
QB Rahsaan Matthews
DSU,Coach of
Blacknall
the Year Ben
Linebacker Ray Massey (55)
and B.J. Little (36) were select-
ed to All-MEAC second-team
defense.
File Photo
Vasquez
Aggies slay Bulldogs, but get
passed over by committee
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By Chris Wallace
Register Staff WriterAll-MEAC
First-Team
Offense
Offensive Lineman
FAMU - Derrick Gay
FAMU - Freddie Moore
NCAT - Victor Marte'
NSU - LaShaun Mack
NCAT- Anthony Nobles
Running backs
NCAT - Maurice Hicks
HAMP - Montrell Coley
offense
Tailback Maurice Hicks was
selected to All-MEAC first-team
Despite two devastating early losses, this team still
has reason to hope for a turnaround.
"I think thatwe willbe okay and we are in the learn-
ing process," said Hall. "There have been good per-
formances by individual players, and all we need to do
is pull together as a team."
The first defeat was a nail-biter against Gardner
Webb, which the Lady Aggies lost only by two points.
The second loss was an old-fashioned smackdown as
the Lady Tarheels pummeled the Lady Aggies 101-33.
As this edition went to press, the Lady Aggies were
playing in the Stony Brook Tournament . The results
are not available
However, the Lady Aggies' early defeats against
Gardner-Webb and UNC-Chapel Hill may provide the
needed emotional fuel for victory.
she said
One way to stay competive in this ballgame is to con-
tain Central's top scorers and All-CIAA Women's team
selections, Monique Fearrington and junior center
Amba Kongolo.
Revenge has to be on the mind for the Lady Aggies,
because the Lady Eagles smashed them 69-54 in front
of the home crowd last year. In order to avenge a loss
like that, the Lady Aggies would have to work togeth-
er as a team and turn up the overall level of intensity.
Coach Karen Hall is holding on to the hope that her
team will not lay down and play dead. "We're hoping
that we can be competitive and win ourhome opener,"
The Lady Aggies basketball team will try to put their
early season struggles behind them when they take on
the Lady Eagles of North Carolina Central in their 2
p.m. home opener Saturday.
From SELECTIONS on Page 10
SELECTIONS Defensive LineFAMU - Eddie Parson- Michael Bland
Howard - Oby Arah
Howard - Damien WalkerDSU - Grayland King
SCSU - Chad Eaddy
Running Backs
Linebackers
NCAT - B.J. Little
NCAT - Ray Massey
DSU - Richard Mason
Wide Receivers
DSU - Albert Horsey
BCC - Antonio Stanley
Kicker
NCAT - Darren Dawkins SecondaryFAMU - Troy Hart
HAMP - Travis Coleman
HAMP - Vincent Lewis
NSU - Marcus Gray
All-MEAC
Second-Team
Defense
Kicker Darren Dawkins made the All-MEAC second-team offense
He's shown in photo from a 1999 game.
getto into
most good
our
enough
internships.
A
Congratulations. All the cramming, insomnia and junk food breakfasts have paid off. You're in college
now - and soon, you'll be facing questions about your life. Like what to do with the rest of it.
One thing is for sure, if you're a student of color, with an INROADS internship you could have a serious job
every summer while you're still in school - making contacts and gaining experience in your chosen field of
study. Hey, it won't be easy, but then again if you wanted it easy, you wouldn't be reading this right now.
web site_www.inroadsinc.org
919-828-0098
You got this far. Now go farther. INROADS.
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Clipping their wings
revenge against Central in home openerLady Aggies seek
By T.J. Moore
Register Staff Writer
File Photo
"We're hoping that we can be competitive
and win our home opener."
Coach Karen Hall
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